EVENT DATES:

Feb. 1 - Nov. 30: 2024 PFA Cycle

Aug. 1-31: SELRES Cycle 115 E-5 and E-6 exams

Sept. 5: AD/TAR Cycle 264 E-6 exam

Sept. 12: AD/TAR Cycle 264 E-5 exam

DEADLINES:

Sept. 30
FY26 Law Education Program Applications
FY25 Enlisted to Medical Degree Preparatory Program Applications
SDAP Recertification

Oct. 1
SELRES LDO/CWO ISPP Applications

Oct. 15
CMDCM/CMDCS Program Applications

SEP 2024 (CYCLE 264) ADVANCEMENT EXAMS FOR AD/TAR E5 AND E6 + RATING KNOWLEDGE EXAMS (ABE AND DC SAILORS)

NAVADMIN 140/24

This NAVADMIN details administration guidance and eligibility information pertaining to the September 2024 (Cycle 264) Navywide Advancement Exams (NWAES) and Rating Knowledge Exams (RKEs). All Active Duty Sailors in the DC and ABE ratings will be administered a RKE, which is executed through the NWAES process. However, advancement will be conducted via Advance to Position (A2P) and Command Advance to Position (CA2P). All other Active Duty and Training and Administration of the Reserve (TAR) Sailors will take NWAES to compete for advancement via NWAES Advance to Vacancy legacy advancements.

Cycle 264 Timeline:
► Sept. 5, 2024: E-6 exam administration
► Sept. 12, 2024: E-5 exam administration

FALL 2024 (CYCLE 115) ADVANCEMENT EXAMS FOR SELRES E5 AND E6 CANDIDATES

NAVADMIN 138/24

This NAVADMIN announces the guidance for the Fall 2024 (Cycle 115) NWAES for Selected Reserve E-5 and E-6 candidates, to include those serving on voluntary recall, mobilization, or as canvasser recruiters.

Cycle 115 Timeline:
► Aug. 1-31, 2024: E-5 and E-6 exam administration
► Aug. 31, 2024: EAW completion due date

FY25 NAVY RESERVE E-7 ADVANCEMENT SELECTION RESULTS

SEE THE FULL LIST IN NAVADMIN 148/24

Congratulations to the personnel who have been selected for advancement to Chief Petty Officer by the Fiscal Year 2025 Navy Reserve E-7 Selection Boards. Strong competition between qualified professionals is one of the strengths of our Navy and your selection speaks highly of your abilities.

- VADM Richard J. Cheeseman Jr.
SWO DEPARTMENT HEAD RETENTION BONUS

NAVADMIN 149/24

This NAVADMIN announces the renewal and modification of the Surface Warfare Officer (SWO) Department Head Retention Bonus for eligible SWOs. This bonus is effective through Sept. 30, 2027, unless rescinded or superseded. All applications for the bonuses contained within this program will be submitted to the SWO Assignments Division (PERS-41) for approval, payment processing, and tracking.

ANNUAL RECERTIFICATION OF SDAP

NAVADMIN 147/24

It’s time for the FY24 Special Duty Assignment Pay (SDAP) recertification process. Commanding Officers are required to annually review and certify the entitlement to SDAP for each Sailor in their command. Recertification will continue through Sept. 30, 2024.

FY26 NAVY SELECTED RESERVE LIMITED DUTY OFFICER AND CHIEF WARRANT OFFICER IN-SERVICE PROCUREMENT BOARD

NAVADMIN 142/24

The Navy is calling for applications from qualified and motivated E-6 through E-9 reserve Sailors for the FY26 Navy Selected Reserve Limited Duty Officer and Chief Warrant Officer programs! This NAVADMIN details eligibility and application requirements. Submit applications via e-mail to cscselboard@navy.mil NLT Oct. 1, 2024.

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS: AY25-26 STRATEGIST, NATIONAL SECURITY, AND INNOVATION FELLOWSHIPS AND GRADUATE EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMS

NAVADMIN 132/24

Applications for academic year 2025-2026 strategist, national security, and innovation fellowships and graduate education scholarship programs, and for the Class of 2026 Olmsted Scholar Program are due to OPNAV N712 (copy to PERS-44 POC) NLT Sept. 6, 2024. Results will be announced NLT December 2024.

COMMAND CULTURE 101

Just like building a house, building great culture starts with a strong foundation.

In this video for Navy command leaders and key influencers, Cmdr. Kevin Naughton spells out the programs and resources Navy commands should use to set their foundations for a Culture of Excellence. YOUTUBE/SMABRKGJROQ

PCS PROCESS

Orders?
Read your entire orders
Contact your sponsor

Within 30 Days

Before PCS
Complete screening/forms
Request transportation
Schedule household goods

OCONUS Submit dependent entry approval (DEA)

During PCS
Use your GTCC
Keep your receipts
Know where to report

Ships Report to TPU if you ship is away from homeport

Within 5 Days

After PCS
Check in at your command
Submit your claim
Follow-up with your CPPA

Questions?
(833) 330-6622 (MNCC)
AskMNCC@navy.mil
MyNavy Portal (my.navy.mil)
@MyNavyCareerCenter

FOLLOW MYNAVY HR: